
 
 

D5S STANDARD REPORT 
DATE:  10FEB19  
OFFICE: SO-MS DIVISION 10  
FLOTILLA: 10-05  
 
Past 30 Days: 

16JAN19 sent email to all Flotilla FC, VFC and FSO-MS introducing myself as the Division 10 SO-MS. 
At that same time forwarded the D5S Standard Report form with instructions to have all FSO-MS reports to me by 
10th of each month as directed by our ADSO-MS Jim Frei so I could report to him by the 20th of each month. 
 
I shared with each FSO-MS where we would like to concentrate our efforts in the Marine Safety Environment. 
Received FSO reports from Flotillas 10-05 and 10-06. 
 

 
 

 
Upcoming 30 Days:  

Lou Stanton FSO-MS 10-06 has stated he will meet with MS Officers in Sector North Carolina to talk about the 
impact of Marine Safety at the Flotilla level. 
David Tester FSO-MS 10-05 reviewed plans at the Flotilla meetings to build a local program that could involve 
every member of the Flotilla regardless of their competencies.  Encouraged all to get involved.  Requested all 
areas, VE, MS, PV, OPS and Education work together to share knowledge and educate the boating public to strive 
for Cleaner waters for all. 

 

 
Beyond 30 Days:  

Have all Facility Vessels carry a container or trash bag and pick up the occasional plastic bottle or trash as they are 
on patrol. 
Work with FSO-VE by participating when VE outings are set up so MS can work to help educate the boaters that 
are encountered. 
Work with NC Wildlife adopt a ramp program to assists in making an impact on the local environment. 
 
 

 
Other Notes/Requests:  

Request that ALL Flotilla members take the Good Mate exam to open their eyes to the environmental issues we 
are facing.   
Encourage all members to participate in the “Dock Walker” program.  This is quick involvement for the new 
members and may be instrumental in their decision making process when deciding what they want to contribute 
to the Auxilliary. 



 
 
SUBMITTED BY:   David Tester SO-MS DIVISION 10  


